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BY BRIAN COWAN

BER!
Bohon Po\rer for two+rokes is iust a few welds away! Thafs how simple it is to tailor a pong-
box to YOUR mo{orcycle.

UNLIKE THE FOUR.STROKE,
the two-stroke engine is very mirch
a dimensional mechanism. Give an
engine porting and exhaust systems
of a particular size and shape and
youll gain instant power without the
need to resort to exotica.

Nowhere is this more pronounced
than with exhausts. A properly de-
signed exhaust system will add 20
per cent. to the power of any tw.o-
stroke motor without changing any-
thing else. Added to revised carbu-
ration and porting, it can boost a
standard motor's output by 50 per
cent.

It's significant that the recent
overall increase in two-stroke power
has been paralleled by changes in
the shape of exhausts, culminaiing in
the distinctive double-cone expan-
sion chamber found on all competi-
tion bikes.

Any internal combustion motoris effectively an air pump. The
two-stroke is a highly sophisticated
version, mainly because so much
happens every cycle and it relies on
complex pressure waves for efficiency.
_ Before the designers woke up iq
this f act, exhausts were designed
primarill to get burnt gases oul of
the wal as quickly as possible. Then
came the pressure waves and at-
tempts to ntake use ol- them. Early

Left: Alon Holes Motorcyctes, of Brook-
vole, is one of the few shops in Sydney
monufocturing erponsion chomberr to

order,

into the field, io the late '50s, were
the East European factories, chiefly
MZ with its road racers. Shortlv
afterwards significant advances iir
theory came from Doctor Gordon
Blair, of Queen's University, Belfast.
This was in the late '50s and early
'60s.

Before we start dissecting the ele-
ments of a modern pipe, we have to
gain some idea of the nature of the
pressure waves. These are the key
to any two-stroke.

Basically, they are the same sort
of thing as sound pressure waves.
They travel at the same speed, have
the same energy characteristics, and
lack only the regular vibration to
produce tones. Without going into
a rigorous definition, the effects they
have are important,

For a simple idea of what a pres-
sure wave is about, take the case
of a chute or semi-circular channel
containing a row of billiard balls
spaced equidistanily (FIGURE l).
Shoot a cue ball hard in at one end
and the impact will travel vory
quickly along the line, as each ball
is knocked against its neighbour and
rebounds. Depending on how large
the spacing is originally, the ball on
the far end will be shot clear very
quickly.

What we've had is a "pulse" of
energv being transmitted from one
to the other without affecting indi-
vidual position, finally acting on the
end ball to kick it clear.

If the chute is on a grade,.with a

long line of balls travelling down-
ward under gravity, shooting an
extra ball in at high speed from
the top end won't speed up the
average flow rate, but a pulse will
still travel along the line, lar laster
than the flow r,ate.

Precisely the same thing happens
in the exhaust pipe of an internal
combustion motor, be it two- or four-
stroke. When the exhaust port or
valve opens, the combustion gases,
at extremely high pressure, are sud-
denly fed into the pipe which is .at

close to atmospheric pressure.
Pressure in a gas depends on how

many molecules are in a unit volume,
and how excited they are (the higher
the temperature, the more excited
they are). Because there's always
space to spare between molecules,
even at very high presslrres, the pulse
one finds in ao exhaust is somewhat
different from the one which travels
through the billiard balls.

It may be different, but it's still a
variation on a theme: the sudden
introduction of high^ pressure in the
pipe means that the first few mole-
cules jam very tightly up against one
another. before being repelled and
springing back to a wider separation
(lower pressure). The ones they've
been forced up against bear in turn
against the ones on the far side, and
so the pulse of pressure is transmitted
at high speed through the compara-
tively low;pressure gas sitting in the
prpe.

So, apart from the gas molecules
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beins able to compress right up close

to o-ne another, the effect is exactly
the same as that of the billiard balls'
And the effect on a moving gas

stream is the same; the. pulse travels

iar faster than the average flow of
the sases.

Tie velocitY varies with Pressure'
It's greater ai the start of the pipe,

wheri temperatures are highest,- and

slows down as the temperature drops
further along. lt also varies with the

veiocity of t-he gas through which- it
is moving, so thit if a pressure pulse

(or soniJwave) travels through a gas

of oarticular temperatLlre and pres-

.ure at 500 m/s when the gas is still'
ii will have a velocity along the pipe

of Gas Velocity plus 500 at any other
time.

Hence the sonic Pulse can travel
atons the firsl section of a PiPe at

ro-ithing like 900 m/s, although a

fisure of 500 m/s takes into account
ift varying conditions (changes- in

o."rt*e' uid gas velocitY) and is

ised in manY calctrlations.
The condiiions obtaining at the

moment of port opening last for only
an instant, 

- which is whY a short
pulse.of very high presstlre is what

ioars down the pipe. Thereafter, cy[-

inder pressure diops rapidly, .and the

oioe ixperiences a general but not
Lxcessivi rise in pressure which is

consistent with the gas flow rate

(normally in the 50-150 m/s range)'

The comp. exhaust
None oi' this is a great deal of

use in the design of competition ex-

hausts. It's what happens to energy
oulses at the ends o[ ttrbes that is

important. If a Pulse comes to the

end of a cl6sed tube, it is reflected
"positively", in other words it retains
the same form as PreviouslY, be it
oositive or negative.' A .sonic pulse can just as easily be

a xituation of. lowered as of increased
pre-ssure. Lowered, it's catled a nega-

tive pulse.
Cr'eat: just as great is what

happens at the end of an oPen tube'
tn'ihat case the wave is "inverted",
or reflected negativelY. While it
sounds silly at fl.rst, this does make
sen se.

Take the case of a Positive wave,
which oonsists of a band of gas

molecules bunched hard against one

another and travelling through the
comparatively stable conditions of
the iube. Like the billiard balls, the
molecules transfer energy to each
other. Each molecule moves sud'
denlv in the direction of the wave
befoie returning to its rest position'
But by doing so, the molecules leave

a zon'e ol decreased pressure foilow-
ins behind the main wave. Remem'
bei. while a single wave travels a

section of a tube, average Pressure
doesn't change much, so the vast

increase at the Peak of the wave is
-countered by the low pressure area
behind it.

When the wave reaches. the open

end, the pressure molecules are free
to exp.and into the atmosPhere. In
the mid part all theY'd do after the

wave had passed would be to return
to their original positions in the low-
ered Dressure zbne. So, suddenlY.

there's a zone of vastly lowered pres-

sure at the free end; molecules iust
inside the tube rush into it, droP'
oins Dressttrg where theY were an

in.t-uni before, and the result is a

negative wave travelling back up the

tube.
In the same manner a negatlve

wave is "inverted", or reflected e!

oositive. SuddenlY we have 3 '' ea

bractical aPPlication ior ::e 'r'i..r.fv Sigh-presstlre ptrl'e :-':: :ol-

lows t-he oPeriing oi :n er':':-il pon

ti rutre. Racing t.-r lhe e:'J of the

oioe. it is refle-'te; :: I neg'rtlve
pulse and can 5e -l''l 1'\ lrr* more

bt tt. burnl g:.e. rrul oi the cy lin-
alr. fo Put :1 11.-l1er \rr), the droP

in o..ttj,. .:;i eie;tive tilling with

ii.ii,.,.,r,: {:.J. all other things'U.*g .or.-. ::e Power develoPed

ui j rr..., ":ePends on how mrtch

Ii el :.: m,ulrr! ;an be drawn in
L1:l 3i;:t slr.-rke"

\:l-r:aii1 . the t-;ne at which this

:rei:::r e pitlse r::ives ii imPortant'
.1-.= rre engine ipeed r aries. so does

i:la .rrrturltllt the motor has turned

*:.ile the wave *qoes out and hack'

F..r this reason. a constant-diameter

.i;s with Plain end miiY not he Par-
:,-juiarlv etlective.

\Iosi motois hrse a fairlY narrow

.rnn.-in whi:h the exhatrsting etTe.ct

',Jorl-s p.oP.rlr ' Take a fottr-stroke

motor in which the inlet valve opens

l90o after the exhaust. For the best

effect, we want the Ptllse to return
shortly after this, say at 2l0j of
shaft rotation.

Suppose we're aiming for PqaF
power- at 8000 rpm, a sPeed at which
we know the induction sYstem is at

its highest efficiencY' We use the
formula:

DxV"r-=--Lt 
- 12N

where
L, is the length of the PiPe in

millimetres
D is the crankshaft rotation in

degrees
v. ii the velocitY of the sonic

wave (500 metres,r sec)
\ is engine sPeed in thousands

ot rpm.
In our eiamPle, L = 210 x 500

- 96 = 1094 mm.
But *hat haPPens at 7000 rPm?

At 90OO rpm? In both cases the

beneficial eflect * ill be rcdtrced. At
7000 the crarkshaft has described
onlv l8-1 and the inlet valve hasn't
oogned io Jln'! trke irdvantagc of
,li. \r -i\. i pelk cnerg). At 9000'
l-i6, :lare passed: the pressure drop
ir lhe cl linder is helpf ul. brrt later
:han required.

\\hat we want is something to
broaden the effect of the pulse. Here
1*'e turn to the megaphone' As the

initial oressure wave expands in the

..nuohone't increasing taPer, the

or"itrr. nattlral[]'droPs and a grad-

ual negative wave is reflected hack

to thJ conrbttstion chamber' An
increase in PiPe diarneter has the

iu*. tutt of 
'eiTect as an t'rpen end'

In fact. a taPered increase is a

more efficierlt inverter than a plain

end, in that more of the wave energy

lr

" 
t' Fic. l: when o billiord boll is driven

oo?inrt o line ol other bolls, moct rhift
.iiit;in onlv slightlv, but the eld boll
i.-ior.ed violently cleor or o "pulre" of
enercy ir tTon3mitted olong the line.

ln siiilor loshion puher of high prersure

travel rhrough thi goser in on erhoust
piPe'

\,
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A moiccro33€? req uirer o diFlerent
shoped erponrion chomber from .

:. :ti:::e; T-.: -:re,r \:.'J3 :i:.'I ei
L.s:.. --: ii -r:e . tJ'! ilti l.1tJ: energ)
is g:ea:e:. anci spread o\er a greater
t:me. \\'lr, *e at CA don't precisely
kno*'"

\\'ith more energy spread over a
greater time, the motor has a wider
speed range during which the pres-
sure waves are effective. Assuming
we're still aiming for the 8000
rym/270o figure as our peak effect
one, we could build a megaphone
with its mid-point 1094mm out-from
rhe valve. With typical pipe diam-
eters and taper angles it would start
at about 970 mm and be 250 mm
long. Its best effect would still occur
at 8000, but useful work would be
done br the waves between 6000
and 10.000 rpm.
Negative pulse

\\'hrte lour-stroke exhausts aren't
the su:jecr oi the article, the example
shows the Lrselulness of the tapered
configuratic:r \\1ith a two-stroke,
though. the needs are quite different.
The *,indo* -rr alied screamers neeel
the extractiie eiTect of the negative
pulse even mo:e than a four-slroke,
but they need rr :rron after the trans-
fer ports open. \\hi;h is a very short
time after the erhausr port. Particu-
larly at higher spee.1.. the 30,, of the

:", 3::!a : i :--.:::..e :a:ia:a! 3 S:t.1i:

.{ :: jpe:.r ces.*::e: ' i.., e:lle:l
-'-':e :.: .p;.i i !ia--:n --: ,:.'::
h:1f atmcspheric ro a c1linder. wh::r
can have a healthy' effe:t on rhe in-
coming gases. Not only do the]'
charge in regardless, pushing burnt
gases before them, but the sudden
drop in pressure in the transfer pas-
sages leads to (you've guessed it) a
negative wave which marches down
to where the passages open into the
crankcase, to be inverted and re-
turned as a positive wave to ram
even more charge in.

But this is only half the story, as
designers in the late '50s found when
they started tacking stump), tapered
pipes onto two-strokes. Sure, they fed
the charge into the cr'linders, and
scavenged all the burnt gases, too.
But remember that 30' lag between
exhaust and transler pcrt opening?
Cursed b1' the a*iu1 svmnretry which
is the lot of holes cur in cylinder
walls, the exhaust closed 30o after
the transfers as well.

Foiled again. -A.s soon as cylinder
prs&sures rose above that in the
pipe, fresh charge spi)leC through.
The more efficient the scavenging
waves had been, the more charge
was likely to be wasted. Granted, the
new pipe was better than nothing at
all, for previously tw'o-srrokes had
retained a good proporr:on of the

"..oroodrocer.
products of the previous stroke in
:he c11inder. Getting rid of them was
a s:ep in the right direction, but it
'*:s a limited one.

The ensu er was, simply, to place
n re\3:se ccne further down the pipe,
one u'l-c: * o:-rld act as a closed
end, reflecti:g rhe irst pressure pulse
as a ramming \\'ave, to hold back
the overspill jusr as rhe exhaust port
closed. In addition, bv building only
a small rear pipe, the bieed out of
gases would be restricted, leading to
a rise in the average pipe pressure.
This, too, would act to retain over-
spill.

. So, bit !y blt, the modern expan-
sion chamber took shape. It wis a
lengthy process; the aciion of pres-
sure waves is exceedingly complex,
and it took Gordon Biair,s L,ish-
powered team to make the miior
theoretical breakthroughs. Then caire
the thousands of chambers built by
facto_ries and private tuners, and ailthe heartbreaking cutting and weld-
rng, testing and modifying.

As a result, we do have parameters
to act as guidelines. Design a cham-
ber --according to certain rules, and
you'll 

. 
get a boost in output and,

more importantly, the type 
-of 

boosi
you need, from screaming peakiness
to a good torquey spread.

But because theie is such inrer-
action between ports, carburation and

o)o

'ICo
a
iI

FIGURE 2



exhaust, a chamber has to be tail-
ored for each motor. You could slaP
a chamber onto your own 250 trail
bike, and find a ZOVo increase over
stock without touching Ports or
carby. Fired with enthusiasm over
this $50 piece of mechanical wiz-
ardry, you might start carving uP
ports, fit a bigger carb, and find that
little or nothing happens. What was
an ideal exhaust for the stock nrotor
could be way out for the modified
one.

Don't fall into the traP of looking
only at peak Power figures. ManY a

radical exhaust has been fitted to a

two-stroke and ihcreased peak po'wer

immenselY, but reduced it ,at other
points of the rev range' Invariably,
itris is a no-no. Even road-racers
benefit from broad Power bands.
Forget the incredible specific outputs
of the Japanese tiddlers of ten years

ago - unless You have the means

aid money to construct eight, ten

and l2-speed gearboxes. This was

the price theY had to PaY, limiting
the usable band down to sometimes
a mere 1000 rpm out of 15'000.

For everyday PurPoses, two-stroke
motors become mechanicallY unre-
liable at just over half this figure.
Building the same sort of exhaust
could squeeze Power down to an

absurd 500 rPm. And it's not un-
known for manufacturers to fit a

fairly wild exhaust as stock; all that
power looks good in the advertising-blurb. In that case, an owner could
fit a pipe producing /ess Power at
the peak, but more elsewhere, and
end up with a far better motorcycle.

Although the design o'f exPansion
chambers is still verY much an in-
exact science, enough figures are
available for anyone to design a

system for a Particular motor, and

- 
just as importantlY - to stand a

good chance of Producing the tYPe
of power band he wants.

Track iesting
When the pipe has been built' onlY

rrack and/or dyno testing will show
precisely where improvements can be
made. The higher the state of tune
of a motor, tht greater the effect
of minor factors. It may be a case of
cut and try, cut and try, to capture
the last shreds of performance.

FIGURE 2 shows a stylised lay-
out of a typical expansion cha,mber.
It's quite straight, but the fact that
it maf in practice be curved won't
destrol' the validity of the design.
Sonic \r'aves are happy to turn
corners, although they lose efficiency
when confronted with sharp projec-
tions, such as a pipe hammered in
to clear a gear lever. It's better to
give . the pipe a complic,ated but
gentle curve than to put a dent in it.

8

The first thing to be established
when designing the pipe is the dura-
tion of the exhaust port t'rpening' in
degrees, and the engine sPeed ctlr-
responding to peak Power. Il the
pipe is being put on a standard
motor, it should be designed t'or the
manufacturer's claimed pcwer peak,
or for one established by' dlno test-
ilg. If the motor has been modified
and you want the Power figure
raised, then the pipe can be designed
for this higher speed' But rerrember
that a two-stroke motor is a :l.rsel1
integrated system; it's not muc: use

designing a pipe based on 901)0 :::r
for a motor which peaks at 6rl ti'-r

unless larburation and intake :r'C
exhaust Porting have been ch:r3eJ'
The pipe will have its greate't :=e-:
at 90b0 rpm. but will be orrt o: ':!:
with everything else.

For the purPoses of the ele:c:';'
we'll base our figures on the m"tt':
from a Yamaha R5 350 (Pre'ree;
valve induction)' In stock form :::
exhaust port opens 32 ATDC ('l::e-
Top Deid Centre), which is q: r

of crank rotation.
The quickest way to establish P":l

ooening dtrration is to ttse a deg::e
wieel -fixed to the end of the crlnt
With the head removed, check tne

number of degrees between TDC
and when the Piston edge Iines u:
with the top of the exhaust Port.

AlternativelY, You can calcul;le
the distance moved bY the Piston as

related to crank angle. [n. this case

the length of the connecting rod has

to be illowed for, because it infl::-
ences the motion of the Piston.

FIGLIRE 3 can be ttsed as an-
other method of finding the eltrsive
degrees. Mark out on paper a circle
(preferabl.v about three times acttral
size), corresponding to the stroke'of
the motor. To the same scale, mark
the length of the connecting rod
verticall.v- above to establish TDC'
Then, for any distance below this
point, use a compass set to the con-
necting rod length to cut the circle.
An accurate protractor will show the
degrees of rotation involved.

Back to the Yamaha. ln stock
trim it produces peak power at 7000
rpm. Let's saY we're going to fit
bigger carbs and raise the exhaust
port ,1 ffiffi, making it open 8-: 

-

.l.tOC. Eight thousand rPm would

- a fair glless at the Peak Power
:.r-::e !\'e'll now have. so our calcu-
.-::-'n: r,,i1l be based on that'

E:3r!r-fir,s Jegrees ATDC gives a

:--:. erh:us1 dtrration of 190o. and
::--:.:r:: the tuned length of the
r.::::::: calculated (I-t in FIG-
-!.!:'-:. '-i :rlte lormula given for
'-: '- -'.:'--.3.

EO V.

il\
i ^. i r .r r:ii.] 0i rne time taken for
: : l:.. i '\ ir e tO t:ar el dOWn the

: i: :: rrre:Ied br the balie cone,
j- : :.: -,in as a ramming pulse at
":. -i:iii the exhaust port is being
-- -::.t -r the ascending piston.

F - :r: Yamaha. L, = 190 {

Bri i;n erpansion chamber mounts can
cdu:i as many race drop-outs as
pr; r::i do I

,Jt

a.I

$
ls: .*lr

,# :'
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*#'"":;:J
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k*,'ffi
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5O0/ 12 x 8 = 989.6 mm (say 990
mm). Note that L, is measured to a
point slightly noore than half-way
along the bafre cone. In fact, it's
half-way along the cone (shown by
dotted outline) which would be there
if it weren't for the tail-pipe. The
sonic pulse does, in 'fact, treat it like
a closed cone, and the mid-point
marks the centre of average w.ave
reflection.

The same principle is applied
when determining the position of tbe
divergent cone, only this time its
centre of average wave inversion
corresponds to halfway along (dis-
lance L1'). By inverting the pressure
pulse and reflecting part of it back
as a negative wave. the d,ivergent
sone (or diffirser) has its greatest
effect on cylinder scavenging ,and the
amount of charge drawn through
the transfer ports. Optimum results
are obtained when the negative wave
arrives just before BDC with the
transfers nearly fully open.

What we should have in mind is
the engine speed for peak iorque,
since the torq,ue depends on the
degree of cylinder filling. Again, the
other factors may not be ideal for
the speed decided upon, but some.
tiing like 1000 rpm before peak
power is a reasonable figure.

The diameter of the lead-in pipe
(Dr) is normally determined by the
port itself, and the standard exhaust
diameter, Pressure waves are ad-
versely a,ffected by sudden changes
in section, so the key is to have a
smooth match between port and pipe.
Theoretically, pipe area should be
15-2OVo more than the area of the
port window in the cylinder.

, Unless factory diagr,ams ,are to
hand, this is an awkward figure to
determine. The best method is to
slide a sheet of thin cardboard into
the cylinder, trace around the edge
of the window with a pencil, and
measure from the tracing. Remem-
ber that laying the cardboird flat will
give a distorted width (greater than
actual). The best thing to do is to
rule a series of horizontal lines on
the card,board, and eye in the equiva-
lent width at each with the sheet still
rolled up. Transfer them to graph
paper and calculate the area.

In the Yamaha's case, the modi-
fied exhaust window has an .area of
970 mm2, which calls for a pipe area
in rhe 1110-1 160 mm2 range, or a
diarnerer of 38 mm internal. Stan-
dard pipe diameter is 34 mrn, so
we'll be ealarging the port to match.

A rule of thumb is 
-used 

to deter-
mine the incl,uded angle of the dif-
fuser, A1. It has been found that a
value of 8" gives maximum inver-
sion of the wave's energy, although

4=Lttz
ElOxV.,-&t 

--

THE FORMULAE YOU'LL NEED
D, = Area of erhaust port wtnilow p\ts l5-20Vo.
Dr-Drr25
Dg-Drx0.5t{.62
A1 = 60.90 (see text)

12N
YYhere: EtO - total exhaust opening in degrees.. Vr = rverage speed of sonic ,pulse (500 m/s)

N - p€ak power engine speed tn thousaEds of rpm.

, -Ett.ltr--
La\'

Y[here: B0 - no. of degrees between exhaust po,rt opening snd 50 BBm.Y, - 500 m/s
iY - erdu€ speed for peal torque in thousands of rpm.

LLr=L.,--
2

Dz-D, [], IL2--co-'8rui-i- z [rJ
rr

h = t* Q-Lr
2

Dr-D, I A, I
L1 - 

- 

cotrngeil l-l2 l2l
Lr=D.r12

I Arl
Le-D:co.r4tntl=[

l2l
TABTE OF COTANGENTS

A2

12(,
130
140
150
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a range of 6o to 9o can be used.
The smaller angle spreads the eftect
over a larger time, returning a wave
of lower amplitude but longer dura-
tion, and is used to broaden the
power band.
Peak power

On the other hand, the 90 angle
produces a wav€ of very high ampli-
tude but short duration. kss efficient
in terms of over.all energy transfer,
it nevertheless operates well for a
restricted period, and is used in ap
plications where peak power is im-
portant, like road racing.

It has also been determined that

the angle of the ,baffie cone is best at
twice-the diffuser, so that 70 for A1
would be teamed with l4o for A". -

Another such relationship has 6een
found for the respective diameters of
lead-in pipe and chamber. Best
results are obtained by rnaking
Dz = 2* x D1, in other words 95
mm for the Yamaha.

Too much more will broaden the
power band in one respect, but won,t
take advantage of rhe ramming effect
of the pressure puise-from the bafre
cone. We'll have the negative wave
operating best at a slow speed, but
the ramming wave tending to push
charge back down the transfer ports
by arriving too early. On the other
hand, calculating'the diffuser dimen-
sions on the basis of peak power



speed will lead to a Yery sharp and
all but unusable power band.

Armed with all these rulds, we
can make a start on the diffuser.
Using a preferred peak torque figure
of 7000 and the optimum ramming
point of 50 BBDC (90o after exhaust
opens) gives Lt' = 90 x 500 / 12 x7
= 536 mm.

We'll ass,ume the bike is to be
ridden on the road, with occasional
club racing, so a 70 diffuser angle
will give the best balance of effort
over a reasonable range, From the
geometry of the cone, L2 = (D2 - D1)
/ 2 (cotangent Ar) = 57 / 2 x 16.35

2
= 466 mm. Note that it's the co-
tangent of half A, not half the cotan-
gent of A (see Cot table). Hence
Lr : Ltt - (Lt / 2) : 536 - 233* 303 mm.

Another approach to the lead-in
pipe length deals with it as a func-
tion of diameters. For high power/
narrow range usage, length should
be between six and eight diameters,
while nine to I I diameters will give
a wider power band. The 303 we've
arrived at is nearly equal to eight
diameters, but this may be some-
what of a coincidence, for picking a

diffuser angle of 6o for the same
L,/ produces a shorter lead-in length.
The relationship between lead-in
pipe length and diameter is quite
complex, and several factors are still
unexplained. The best approach
when building a chamber is to s:al-t
with a diameter r*'hich fits lhe sl3r-
dard exhaust pon and a preferred
divergent angle (depending on appli-
.cation), and calculate L.' on rbe bxb
of 50 BBDC.

After that, experiments can be
c,arried out. with various lead-in
lengths and diameters, and the length
of the central cylindrical section
(L3), modified to keep L, the sarne.
If that sounds like a heltruva lot of
work, it is, but it's only called for
when the very best in output is the
target. For anything less demanding,
the pipe originally calculated wilt
work well.

Having determined L, and Le, the
next step is to find the vaiues of L3
and Ln. For this we have first to
calculate the total length of the
baffie cone if it were fully closed
(LJ. This is found from Lu = D2 / 2

A2
(cotangent - ).

2
For the Yamaha, it's 95 / 2 (co-

tangent 7") = 47.5 x 8.144 = 387
mm. Now L, = L, - (La / 2) -Lt -
Lr = 990 - 193.5 - 466 - 303 =
27.5 mrn.

Finding La is similar to finding L2,

IO

A!
in that Lr = (D" - Dr) / 2 (cot. - ).

2
D3 is established by another rule of
thumb, since experience has shown
that something in the range of 0.58-
0.62 times D, will work well. For
the R5, this works oul at 22-24 mm.

When in doubt, pick the next
larger size. A small-diameter tail-pipe
restricts the bleed of gases and
therefore raises the overall pressure
and temperature in the system. Under
these conditions the speed of the
sonic waves increases, which raises
the engine speed at which the pipe
is fully effective. In addition, com-
bustion chamber temperatures can
rise past danger levels, so the reduced
peak power and broader spread given
by a larger diameter might be better
bets than the potentially disastrous
oeakiness found with a smrll one.' With D, set at 24 mm, L+ =
7l / 2 x 8.144 - 289 mm. All that
remains is to determine L.-,' for
which l2 times D, usuallY Proves
adequate. For the Yamaha. that's
288 mm.

Noise reduction
Since erpansion ch:m5err 3re

notoriouslv noisr'. it's qu ile .ar en 1.r

make them as q::iet at P=sible. One
dorlee lhrt *-orks is l!1 mount the
tail--pipe inside the bafre cone as

sho*'r. in FIGUR'E 4. The onll thing
ro warch is rhat its forward edge is

il frcnt .rf the start of the balfle
31].!e. cr :here'll be a power loss.

For rire Yamaha. we'tI have to in-
.-3s€ ttre total PiPe length f rom
l3S mm to something like 320. BY

irti.ng Ihe cylindrical sleeve also
sh.rn'n and filling it with long-strand
fibreglass. a chamber can be made
quiei enough for road use without
nobbing Power.

Wetd the sleeve to the balfle cone
as far up as space will permit. since

much of the noise comes from the
pre$ure pulses rebounding from th-e

ionstrictive walls of the cone. Drill
a number of small holes (about 4'5
mm diameter) in the cone (and tail-
pipe if it's been left on the outside)'
mifing them closelY sPaced at the
rear of the cone.

The end-ptate can be made to fit
snuglv over the tail-pipe and be at-
tactrei to the sleeve with self-tapping
screws as shown. When the fibreglass
becomes oil-soaked, or a lot of it has
blown out through thO holes, the
plate can be removed for repacking.

Mounting rhe Pipe(s)
Whilst fabrication of exPansion

cham,bers doesn't call for masses of
expensive equipment, it's a jo-b re'
oulrine a certain amount of skill and

.'*periince. High on the list of prob-
leirs is that the chambers never fit

the bike properly! The closer a
chamber comes to ideal, the more
awkward it will. be to fit. One gains
a new respect for the designers .of
standard exhaust systems .

There's no easy way for the home
builder to fit his pipe(s). It helps to
make the lead-in pipe separate from
the chamber, for it may have to be
bent and re-bent before finally clear-
ing frame tubes and engine cases"

While we warned against knock-
ing dents in expansion chambers to
gain clearance, sometimes it's un-
avoidable. Ensure that there are no
sLrdden changes in section. A more
gentle curve over a greater length
will cause minimal disruption to the
pressure pulses.

As an example, the left-hand pipe
of a road-racing twin may foul the
bottom run of the chain, but mount-
ing it further out will restrict ground
clearance- A neat waY to solve the
problem is to hold the chamber in
a vice. heat the problem area, and
beat a resular dished channel with
3 thick. circular rod where the chain
* ill fall

One of the few people in Sydney
u h'r build erpansion chambers and
exhaust systems professionally is Phil
O'Brien, of Woronora. Although he
agrees that a chamber should - if
possible - be left unmarked, he
recalls seeing Rod Could attacking
his works Yamaha's exhausts with a
hammer in an effort to gain more
ground clearancel

Phil believes that total volume is
important. Where a system has to be
curved in the area of the chamber
itself, he compensates bY angling a
joint, not by snipping metal olI from
both sides, but by taking it from one
side and adding a filler piece to the
other. By this method, the design
distances along the centre line are
retained, and the chamber's total
volume stays the same.

Chambers are normally made from
20-gauge steel sheet and wire welded.
Phil finds that ensuring that the
joints between the cones and other
sections match perfectty leads to a

smooth butt weld.
The metal flows neatly together

and little filler has to be used.
lVIoui'lting expansion chambers is

a perennial problen.r, one that even
the factories have trouble mastering.
In the practice week of Daytona,
1974, nearly all the brand-new
T2700 Yamahas broke their ex-
hausts. The pressure pulses create
very destnrctive vibration, Key
trouble spots are the rear mount and
the joint between tail-pipe and batne
cone. Occasionally, the main cham-
ber itself develops a split. caused by
metal fatigue.

a


